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NEXT MEETING
SEPTEMBER 11TH
7:00 AT THE QUALITY
INN JAMESTOWN!
ALSO $20.00 DRAWING
TO TAKE PLACE.
LOOKING TOWARDS THE
FUTURE

Boy did the summer disappear quickly.
September already and now I have to
scramble to get my cars ready for
probably one of the biggest car shows in
the area that’s happening on September
15 at Don Wilhelm Chevrolet right here in
Jamestown. Last year we had 52 cars
show up and hopefully we can hit 100 this
year. Last year there was only 1st through
3rd place “Peoples Choice”, but this year
we are going to add 1st 2nd & 3rd place
“Show Stopper” trophies and along with
the “Show Stopper” trophies will be cash
prizes attached to the trophies. The
“Show Stopper” trophy class is a judged
class. When the cars check in the
participant will tell the person checking
them in if they want to participate in the
“Show Stopper”. When all the names are
confirmed, the 3 judges will choose the
top 6 cars and thoroughly judge them
using a judging sheet that was used from
the World of Wheels car show.
The car show will be from 11:00 to 2:30.
Trophies will be presented at 2:30. Music
will be handled by Lee Davis. Lee was the
keyboardist for the Doobie Brothers and
now lives in Valley City. The Jamestown
Gymnastics Club will be serving Hot Dogs
& Coke and your goodwill will be a
fundraiser for them.
Our hats off to the crew at Don Wilhelm
for letting us have this showing among all
the construction that is going on there. I
hope the weather is fabulous and we all
have a great time.
This summer I helped the Buffalo City
Karting Club and after a few races found
my niche as the announcer for the races.
You can go up to Dakota Central
Telecommunications (DCT) and get your
copy of the Kart races. They are fun to
watch (especially with my commentary).

Written by Skovy
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The Drag Races were a hit again this
year. The James Valley Street Machines
sponsored the “Quickest Reaction Time”
contest. It was fun and I’m sure we’ll be in
there again next year. Great Job Drag
Racers.

I’m starting to get pretty windy so all I can
say is … See you at the meeting on
09/11/12!
Our dues are only $25.00. There is a
drawing for all members each month at
the meeting. The drawing is for $20.00.
Each member gets his/her name put in a
bucket every month whether you’re in
attendance to the meeting or not. If you
are at the monthly meeting another name
card will be put in the bucket. At the end
of the meeting we’ll draw a name. If you
are in attendance you will receive $20.00.

for the money, two for the show, three to
get ready, and four to go."

BIRTHDAYS FOR THE
MONTH OF SEPTEMBER
Steven Busche
Elaine Patzner
Tricia Seckerson
Kim Thoele
Mary Jo Dodd
Jeff Wilhelm
Lyman Keim

09/03
09/04
09/08
09/09
09/11
09/20
09/24

Miss your birthday? Please contact me
at 701-202-7067 whereas I can update
your records.

COMICAL STORY

The local news station was interviewing
an 80-year-old lady because she had just
gotten married for the fourth time. The
interviewer asked her questions about her
life, about what it felt like to be marrying
again at 80, and then about her new
husband's occupation. "He's a funeral
director,"
she answered. "Interesting," the newsman
thought.
He then asked her if she wouldn't mind
telling him a little about her first three
husbands and what they did for a living.
She paused for a few moments, needing
time to reflect on all those years. After a
short time, a smile came to her face and
she answered proudly, explaining that
she had first married a banker when she
was in her 20's, then a circus ringmaster
when in her 40's, and a preacher when in
her 60's, and now - in her 80's - a funeral
director. The interviewer looked at her,
quite astonished, and asked why she had
married four men with such diverse
careers.
She smiled and explained, "I married one

NINA SNEIDER
Executive Director

Jamestown has something for everyone!
Our remodeled Arts Center is currently
showing the 48th Annual Fine Arts
Association Arts Show; admission is free.
For sports enthusiasts, football and
volleyball have begun – take in some
exciting games. The 41st Annual Stock
Car Stampede at the Jamestown
Speedway happens on September 2122nd. How about the Dakota Motocross at
the Fairgrounds on the 23rd? Be sure to
support the ND Roughrider Rodeo Finals
at the Civic September 28-30th with
performances at 6 pm Friday and
Saturday and 2 pm Sunday. This is
Jamestown’s first year of hosting this
stellar event and local support will not
only help – it will guarantee Jamestown
keeps this event for years to come! To
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complete the month of September, the
Arts Center will present Oktoberfest at the
Fairgrounds on September 29th featuring
children’s activities, German beer and
food, music, home brewers contest and
more. Tickets are $30 and you must be
21 to enter the beer gardens. Hours are
Noon – 9 PM. For more ideas, contact
Buffalo City Tourism at 251-9145 or visit
www.tourjamestown.com and check out
the tourism calendar on-line.
Nina Sneider, Executive Director, BCTF

something is good with 426 horsepower,
it is a lot better with 580.
Of course, a lot of not-so-good things can
happen when you lop the roof off a car.
Yes, the base V6 and SS models feel
great when you drop the top, but on a car
with as much power as the ZL1, well, it
could go bad in a hurry.

confidence to go back again and again for
more and more fun, while the multitude of
braces and reinforcements made certain I
never felt like the steering wheel would
come off in my hands. The tradeoff,
naturally, is weight. The ZL1 coupe we
tested in the November issue weighed in
at a robust 4074; figure this one to be
every bit of 4,250.

We're happy to report than the ZL1
convertible, while heavier than its coupe
brother, makes for a delightful open-air
experience. Cowl shake is virtually nonexistent, nor does the steering column
move or vibrate over rough surfaces and
train tracks, as can happen in some opentop vehicles. Chevy reinforced the body
structure in a number of different areas.
There's a shock tower brace under the
hood,
a
transmission
support
reinforcement brace, underbody tunnel
brace, front "X" brace and stiffer cradle,
as well as rear underbody "V" braces.
Additional structural reinforcements in the
ZL1 convertible include a hydroformed
tube in the A-pillars, an inner
reinforcement bracket in the windshield
header, a reinforced front hinge pillar and
reinforcements inside the rockers.

NEW CAR REVIEW
2013 Chevrolet Camaro ZL1
Convertible

We drove the ZL1 convertible over some
pretty interesting thoroughfares in and
around Grand Rapids, Michigan, but it
was when we took a wrong turn and
deviated from the prescribed drive route
that we found a delightfully demented
road where we could truly find out how
good the ZL1 droptop really was. This
particular stretch had wicked switchbacks,
plus nasty dips and roller-coaster-like upand-down sections. There were pretty
rough stretches with crater-sized bumps,
grooved pavement--you name it--and we
were really expecting the ZL1 to bottom
out or worse at some points.

Story and photos by Jim Campisano.
As big fans of the new Camaro
convertible, we couldn't wait to get our
mitts on the topless ZL1. The base and
SS ragtops are tremendous fun, but if

The open-air ZL1 ate this road up without
ever losing its composure. The MR
shocks, electric power steering, and
suspension tuning gave me the

In driving the hour from Grand Rapids to
Gingerman Raceway, we were reminded
of how peaceful the new F-body is with
the top down. Conversations can be had
while speaking in normal tones and wind
buffeting is never an issue (at least under
85 mph), especially with the windows up.
Complaints? We have two. First, the top
is pretty slow to retract and go back into
position. This is a ride that makes you
impatient to hit the road. Second, and
maybe this is just us, but the trunk
seemed a lot smaller than we remember it
when we sampled a V6 version in '11.
You have to keep the divider in place if
you're putting the top down and it just
seemed impossibly tiny in this guise.
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On an unrelated note, the new color touch
radio with 7-inch My Link "infotainment"
system and borderless rear view mirror
(the latter standard on all '13 Camaros)
further enhance the fifth-gen experience.
So does the borderless rear-view mirror,
which wouldn't look out of place in a '60s
F-body.

CLASSIC CAR SUMMARY:

1964 Plymouth Fury
convertible

The subject turned out to be a solid but
tired 1964 Plymouth Fury convertible, and
the way the car eventually turned out,
you’d think Diedrick was a professional
specializing in Chrysler convertibles.
“I was just looking for an old Mopar —
something to work on, and I knew this
would be a challenge because I’d never
worked on a convertible before,” Diedrick
laughed. “I’d never owned one, and
nobody I really know has one, either. I
had five (Mopars) before this, and they
were all hardtops.”

Story and photos by Brian Earnest
(Old Cars Weekly).
Ray Diedrick is a pretty laid back kind of
guy. So when he decided to tackle his
first convertible project and breathe some
life into an old, worn-out ragtop, he didn’t
get too nervous or worried.

As for the price, it's got a base of
$59,545, plus a $1,300 gas-guzzler
penalty. With the $500 microfiber faux
suede package, you're staring down the
barrel of $62,245 (including destination).
That's a tough pill to swallow, but think of
what an L78 Camaro convertible is worth
today, not to mention 427 Corvette
roadsters (L88 anyone?) or LS6 Chevelle
ragtops. They weren't cheap when new,
but they command a premium today. In
fact, they rank among the most valuable
of all classic muscle cars.

He figured he eventually needed to have
a convertible project on his resume, and a
topless car in his garage and in 2008 he
decided the time had come.

Diedrick, a resident of Kaukauna, Wis.,
wasn’t looking for a Fury in particular, but
he didn’t look too hard and long before he
found a car that looked like a good resto
candidate. “I didn’t know too much … I
saw an ad in the paper and went and
looked at it and that was it,” he said. “It
was not in running condition and the guy
trailered it over for me, and I guess from
that point, we spent two years working on
it and we got it going. I know it was in
Wisconsin for about the last 10 years, and
I don’t really know for sure where it was
before that. I think it was Tennessee or
Kentucky.”
The choice of a topless, mild-mannered
cruiser was a pretty big departure from
Diedrick’s past collecting and restoration
interests. The big Plymouth has joined
some fast company in his garage: 1969
and ’70 Road Runners, 1969 Charger,
and 1967 and ’68 Coronets. Those cars
were all built for the go-fast crowd, but
Plymouth had a different mission in mind
when it launched the Fury as a high-end
full-size car for the 1956 model year. The
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Fury was originally a spin-off of the
Belvedere and came only as a two-door
hardtop. In 1959, the Sport Fury was
added and became the top model in the
series, which added four-door sedans,
station wagons and convertibles.
Plymouth
put
its
1950s
styling
permanently in its rearview mirror with the
dramatically restyled and downsized 1962
models,
which
featured
unit-body
construction for the first time. The 196264 Furys shared the same basic design
and the 1964 models were the last “carryover” models before another major
redesign — and a fleet of bigger
Plymouths — was introduced in 1965.

The Fury remained a premium Plymouth
for 1964, second on the company ladder
only to its Sport Fury sibling. Four-door
sedans and two-door hardtops came with
225-cid inline sixes or 318-hp V-8s. The
four-door hardtops, six- and ninepassenger
station
wagons,
and
convertibles were all equipped with the
318s. Buyers who wanted more thrills
could select either the 361- or 383-cid Bblock engines, or go for maximum bugsplattering with the 365-hp/426-cid “Street
Wedge.” Drag racers could go even
higher up the performance engine list and
go for the Max Wedge Stage III with 415
hp, or the even harrier 426 Hemi.
Diedrick’s car was one of 5,173 Fury
convertibles built for the 1964 model year,
and it was ordered with matching
turquoise paint and vinyl interior. His
ragtop carries the base 318 V-8 and the
famous push-button TorqueFlite threespeed automatic and carried an MSRP of

just under $3,000. Interior amenities
included an electric clock and padded
dash. Four round gauges were aligned in
a row in the refined dash. The smooth
body panels were decorated with wide
bodyside moldings with color inserts that
tapered to a single spear on the front
fenders. The hoods and decklids were
bisected by a thin crease topped by a
chrome spear. Quad head and tail light
assemblies were found at the front and
back and Fury script was mounted on the
edge of the trunk.

Diedrick had a good candidate to work on
when he started, but the body of the car
did need some help. “I got some donor
metal. I knew a guy that had some
different front fenders that were in good
shape, and around the rear wheels I was
able to get some from Kramer Industries
out of Pennsylvania,” he said. “On each
side of the car there are three pieces: the
front wheel well, over the wheel and the
back quarter, and that stuff is all pretty
well new up to the trim line.”
You’d never know it by looking at the car,
but the paint job was Diedrick’s first do-ityourself attempt. He opted for the factory
correct turquoise, and the result was
stellar. “The bodywork, I did all that
myself. It was my first time painting and I
asked a lot of questions. In years past
when I did my cars, I always put them on
a cradle, blasted them, and I always
painted underneath the car, then I’d take
the body to my friend’s body shop and
he’d paint the rest of the car. This one
here I just decided with all the practice I
had I’d try the top side of the car once
and it turned out pretty good. Being that I
worked on it so long, I put an epoxy

primer on it. The body was cleaned up
that first year, and then I put the primer on
it and went back at it the following winter.
I sanded it and then I just went with baseclear … I’m a rookie at this, but I went
online and read up on it and I put on a
tack layer, and then a good coat, then
one more coat, and then I think I have
three or four coats of clear, then we
polished ’er up. I would say it’s at least
average.”

The car also got all new upholstery and
interior goodies from Legendary Interiors.
Ditto the cream-colored top, which
Diedrick installed himself.
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COMICAL STORY

“[The interior] all had to be replaced. It’s
pretty hard to recondition some of that
stuff,” Diedrick said. “Some of it had holes
in it and kids used to have speakers cut in
the door panel. So I figured we might as
well get all new [stuff] and all that is from
Legendary.
The
top
came
from
Legendary and I put that on myself. I’ve
never had a convertible in my life and I
figured it would be interesting, and it was!
It’s not hard to do; it’s just having the
courage to do it. Read the directions and
go at it. Just take your time, and I have
the time!”

On their wedding night, the young bride
approached her new husband and asked
for $20.00 for their first lovemaking
encounter.
In his highly aroused state, her husband
readily agreed. This scenario was
repeated each time they made love, for
more than 40 years, with him thinking that
it was a cute way for her to afford new
clothes and other incidentals that she
needed.
Arriving home around noon one day, she
was surprised to find her husband in a
very drunken state. During the next few
minutes, he explained that his employer
was going through a process of corporate
downsizing, and he had been let go.

As much as he enjoys the ragtop,
however, Diedrick says his Fury may be
an aberration. He’s convinced he’s still a
hardtop guy.
Diedrick admits he’s used to cars with a
little more gusto under the hood, but he
hasn’t been disappointed with the Fury’s
more pedestrian 318. He never intended
to drive the car with a heavy foot,
especially after putting in two years of
hard work to get it finished, and so far it
has been everything he hoped for.
“It’s a pretty plain car. Just a push-button
318 and nothing else. No air conditioning
or anything like that,” he said. “It’s got that
old Poly engine from that era and it’s the
original engine and she just purrs down
the road. It runs real good. It’s like a
brand new car.”

It was unlikely that, at the age of 59, he'd
be able to find another position that paid
anywhere near what he'd been earning,
and therefore, they were financially
ruined.

“Actually, I probably won’t get another
convertible. This top-down stuff is fun, but
it’s a little bit of effort to put it down, you
know, and the top gets dirty with all kind
of bugs and stuff,” he chuckled. “I would
rather keep it clean, so I drive it only
when I have the top down.
“This is just supposed to be my wife’s
grocery-getter. She likes to cruise with it
because a lot of people look at her and
we can wave to people.”

Calmly, his wife handed him a bank book
which showed more than forty years of
steady deposits and interest totaling
nearly $1 million. Then she showed him
certificates of deposits issued by the bank
which was worth over $2 million, and
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informed him that they were one of the
largest depositors in the bank.
She explained that for more than three
decades she had 'charged' him for sex,
these holdings had multiplied and these
were
the
Results of her savings and investments.

CLASSIC CAR SUMMARY:

1969 Mercury Cougar
Eliminator

“Absolutely not — I didn’t expect to have
it this long,” Pacarenuk joked. “At the time
I probably didn’t expect to live this long!

Faced with evidence of cash and
investments worth over $3 million, her
husband was so astounded he could
barely speak, but finally he found his
voice and blurted out, 'If I'd had any idea
what you were doing, I would have given
you all my business!'

That's when she shot him.
You know, sometimes, men
just don't know when to keep
their mouths shut.

breed you’ll find anywhere in North
America. Pacarenuk has been the car’s
only owner, and even though he drove
the wheels off it and tried as hard as he
could to break it the first few years he had
it, the lethal Mercury and its owner have
remained inseparable.

Story and photos by Brian Earnest
(Old Cars Weekly).
Pat Pacarenuk knew the offer was a nobrainer without even thinking it over.
When too-good-to refuse offers fly in
through the window, you don’t ask
questions, you just say yes.

“I was really thrilled with the car, and I
beat the crap out of it for the first few
years and then the light came on and I
took care of it after that. At the time, I was
young and I had some money and was
always buying and selling cars, so I
always had three or four cars at any given
time. In about 1974-’75, I started running
this car less and less, and then I put it in
the garage and started working on other
things and life happened and pretty soon
it just got put away for about 23 years.”

When Pacarenuk had the option to buy
one of 100 Mercury Cougar Eliminator
muscle machines that would be sold in
Canada back in 1969 — and order it any
way he wanted it — he couldn’t agree fast
enough. “I worked at the local Ford
dealership and my boss came in one day
and said they got a notice from Ford
Motor Company that they were going to
sell 100 of these [Eliminators] in Canada
and he asked me if I was interested in
buying one,” recalled Pacarenuk, a
resident of Fort Frances, Ontario, just
across the Minnesota border. “Well, he
knew I was into the muscle cars and we
were all into racing then, so I ordered this
from the factory.
“They were going to let 100 people order
these and you could order it any way you
wanted it, and I ordered it exactly the way
I wanted it.”

Some 43 years later, the Eliminator is still
the way he wanted it, and one of the
nicest and most original examples of the

FoMoCo proved it was getting serious
about making cars for serious muscle car
guys like Pacarenuk when it rolled out the
Cougar-based Eliminator for 1969. With
so many cars dotting the landscape, you
had to be a serious player to compete in
the muscle car wars, and the Eliminator
was, especially if you went up the ladder
and opted to swap out the base 290hp/351-cid Windsor V-8 in favor of a the
290-hp, 302-cid small-block “Boss” V-8,
S-Code 390 (320 hp) or the 428 Cobra
Jet with 335 hp, which is what Pacarenuk
dialed up. Buyers could get hood scoops
that were either for looks or functional —
Pacarenuk opted for the latter. To get the
Super Cobra Jet version, buyers also had
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to select the 3.91 or 4.30:1 rear gears and
engine oil cooler in the Drag Pak option.
Right off the lot, 428-cid versions could
run 14.1-second quarter-miles and hit 100
mph before hitting the finish line and
Pacarenuk admits he wasn’t shy about
testing his Eliminator’s racing tires on
rural roads against anybody who wanted
to go.

The Cougar two-door hardtop ($2,999)
and convertible ($3,365) were the base
models. The Eliminator package included
front and rear spoilers, a blacked-out
grille, a hood scoop, argent-colored styled
steel wheels similar to the Torino GT type,
appropriate side striping and a rally clock
and tachometer. With the CJ 428-cid
engine option, cars received a hood
scoop,
hood
hold-down
pins,
a
competition handling package and hood
striping.

basically, but by then, I had to do the
brakes and wheel cylinders and master
cylinders. The engine is untouched,” he
said. “I pulled out the carpet and the
underlay was getting bad, so I put new
underlay in it, and I had to put a new
headliner in it because the mice had
gotten in there somehow, but that’s it. The
glass is all original, the seats are all
original. We’ve kind of taken care of it.”

“We didn’t have any tracks back then. All
our racing was done out on the quiet
country roads, you bet,” he chuckled.
“The local police officers, and there were
very few of them around, but they used to
tell me they always knew where I was
because I left tracks on the road, because
I could lay rubber in all four gears and
there were very few cars around then that
could do that.”

The odometer on the rumbling Eliminator
now says 65,000-plus miles, and while it’s
tempting to go out and roll up some more,
the Eliminator has to share time with
several
other
collector
cars
in
Pacarenuk’s stable, including three
Cougar XR7s.

The Cougar, of course, was the kissin’
cousin to the Mustang in the Blue Oval
family, and it was bigger and heavier than
previous versions. Cougars rolled on 111inch wheelbases and the hardtop coupes
weighed in just less than 3,400 lbs.
The new Cougar grille had horizontal
pieces that protruded slightly at the
center. Bucket seats and retractable
headlamps were standard. Rocker panel
strips, wheel opening moldings and two
parallel full-length, upper-level pinstripes
decorated the body sides. The back-up
lamps wrapped around the rear fenders
and the tail lamps were trimmed with
concave vertical chrome pieces. A vinyl
interior with foam-padded bucket seats
and carpeting was standard.

Only about 2,200 Eliminators were built,
including the 100 that went north of the
border. The fact that his car was relatively
rare wasn’t Pacarenuk’s main motivation
for hanging onto the car, however. He
simply liked the car, never had anybody
try to buy it from him, and never had a
good reason to get rid of it. Even as the
car sat idle and slightly beat up for more
than two decades, it seemed like only a
matter of time before Pacarenuk got
around to fixing it up and driving it again.
The excuse to bring the car out of
hibernation finally came about 13 years
ago.

“It’s a little hard to get along with at low
speeds. It’s not a good low-speed car, but
it runs out on the road nice,” he said. “I
don’t look at the odometer, but I don’t
drive it a lot simply because it costs so
damn much to drive it. Plus, I want to
preserve it and the odds of getting hit by
some idiot or something — you’d just hate
to have that happen. When I took this
down to Carlisle for the All-Ford
Nationals, I had it in an enclosed trailer,
and a guy T-boned the trailer with the car
in it. If it had been an open trailer, he’d
have wrecked the car, but as it was, he
just wrecked the trailer.”

“We were going to have a big centennial
parade and I wanted to put it in the
parade,” he said. “I started working on it
in ’99 and ran it in the parade and since
then; I’ve been running it and showing it.”
Pacarenuk says he didn’t need to rebuild
the engine or transmission, which
certainly made restoring the car easier.
Mostly, the car needed a little TLC and
some
relatively
minor
mechanical
attention. “It was body and paint,

Regardless of where he takes it — even
to big national shows — Pacarenuk can
be confident he won’t be overshadowed
by a bunch of other Eliminators in
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attendance. The car may have originally
been a bit lost or overlooked in the
muscle car jungle when it was new, but it
is certainly appreciated for its uniqueness
today. “At the All-Ford Nationals, I believe
there was only like a half a dozen of them
there, and that was the year they featured
the Cougars,” he said. “I would say it’s
under-appreciated. The Mach 1’s, the
Mustangs, the Bosses and all those,
everybody thinks of those. These were
always the uglier daughter, or whatever
you want to call them.

get a serialized sticker which must be
displayed on the vehicle. This pass is
good at any Division 5 track.

“I was into everything from muscle cars to
Austin-Healeys to Cadillac’s, but then I
started getting into 1950s pickups,” noted
Drenzek, a resident of Macomb, Mich.
“There is nothing that says Americana like
old 1950s pickups. I like the looks of
them. I like the simplicity of them. I just
love everything about them.”

For a complete schedule for 2011:
www.topenddragways.com

One of Drenzek’s favorite toys, and his
most recent addition to his vintage pickup
fleet, actually predates the 1950s by a
couple years. His 1948 Ford F-1 half-ton
was a bit of an impulse buy after Drenzek
had already acquired 1952 and ’55
Chevrolet half-tons.
“I was really thrilled to find this one
because it was unmolested. It was really
original, which was important to me,” he
said.

“They were not quite the one,” he adds
with a laugh.
Pacarenuk never counted himself among
those who overlooked the Eliminators,
however. He is in the small fraternity of
original owners of the rare muscle Mercs,
and he’s gotten more fun out of his
Eliminator than he ever bargained for.

pinpoint exactly what it is about them that
trips
his
trigger;
it’s
more
a
conglomeration of an old truck’s
personality traits that makes it so
appealing. Moreover, it’s often not what
an old pickup is, it’s what it isn’t, and that
makes it so loveable.

CLASSIC CAR SUMMARY:

1948 FORD F1 PICKUP

“You can floor it at 20 mph and the tires
will light up and away it goes!” he says. “I
did that the other day just because it feels
good! It still throws you back in the seat.”

“WHERE SPEED
NO LIMITS”

KNOWS

For 2012, Division 5 will be continuing the
Pit Vehicle registration program. All pit
vehicles will be required to register and

Story and photos by Brian Earnest
(Old Cars Weekly).
Jerry Drenzek is probably like a lot of
guys who love old pickups. He can’t

Drenzek had given his ’52 Chevy a
ground-up restoration and he was not
particularly eager to do again on the 1948
F-1. Fortunately, the ’48 Ford hauler
didn’t need such a complete makeover.
The truck had a bit of a “barn-find” past,
had been partially restored once some
years earlier, and was plenty appealing
just the way it was when Drenzek found it
on Craigslist. The pickup had belonged to
a professor at Western Michigan
University, where, according to Drenzek,
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it had been used, among other things, to
tow homecoming floats for the football
team. Originally, the truck was owned by
a plumber in New Jersey. After the man’s
death, his widow apparently parked the
pickup for 40 years. When the widow
died, her family sold the truck to an Ohio
man who did “a quick amateur
restoration,” according to Drenzek, before
the professor in Michigan became its third
owner.

“It was pretty nice when I got it,” Drenzek
said. “I had to replace the bed, because
the boards in back were just shot. They
were like match sticks — all dried out.
Lucky me, a local guy here had put
together a kit for these things, with the
dovetail and all that and all the sections
you need. All I had to do was put on a
coat of varnish and fasten down about a
million fasteners and I was good to go.
The wheels had been painted white, and I
didn’t like that, so I painted them the color
of the truck. I bought some new hubcaps.
It already had the wide whitewalls, so I
left those.
“[The odometer] shows 25,000, but I don’t
know if that is correct or not … the last
guy that owned it seemed to think it was ,
but you never know about people
changing Instrument clusters and stuff
along the way. It’s pretty darn solid. The
doors don’t sag and door handles don’t
sag — stuff that’s usually a pretty good
indication. Maybe it is the right mileage, I
don’t really know … Meadow Green is the
original color, but this truck was painted at
some point along the line. It’s not exactly
the same color. I found the old paint chips
and matched it up. I found places like
inside glove box where it wasn’t painted
and I could tell the paint was off.”

The 1948 model year marked the debut of
Ford’s “first generation” F-Series pickups.
Ford trumpeted its “Bonus-Built” trucks as
big improvements over the previous carbased haulers and gave its half-ton
versions the F-1 label. There were also
seven other weight ratings in the same FSeries lineup, with trucks coming as
traditional pickups, cab and chassis,
panel trucks, cab-overs and schools
buses.

The half-ton pickups had 45 cubic feet of
loading area in the beds, which were 61/2 feet long and made with all-steel
bottoms and tailgates. Power was
supplied by a base 226-cid flathead sixcylinder rated at 95 hp, although buyers
could also get the flathead V-8 rated at
100 hp. A three-speed transmission with
floor shifter was standard, with an
optional four-speed also available. Inside,
driver ergonomics were improved with an
adjustable
bench
seat,
a
more
horizontally mounted steering wheel and
a simple dash cluster that showed a
round speedometer on the left and four
small rectangular gauges to the right.

The F-Series trucks were considered to
be Ford’s first legitimate new postwar
vehicle, and the F-1 trucks were lauded
for their “Million Dollar Cab” design that
was wider, longer and taller than earlier
models. A new cab suspension system
was supposed to make the trucks quieter
and smoother.
In front, a recessed horizontal pattern
grille with five bars was stretched
between the set-back headlights. Early
production trucks had had a tan mounting
plate around the headlights. Argent silver
was used later in place of the tan and
later production vehicles had Argent silver
grille bars with red stripes. All had black
wheels.

Drenzek’s truck carries the six-cylinder
engine. He has resisted any temptation to
upgrade to a V-8, or add any other nonstock items for that matter. “It’s pretty
much a bone stock truck out of the
factory,” he said. “It does have a rear
bumper, which I believe was an option …
It does not have a radio, but at some
point somebody drilled a hole for the
antenna on the fender … It does have a
second wiper, which was an option, and it
does have front center-mounted marker
lights, which I believe was an option.
That’s pretty much it. Everything else is
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pretty stock. These trucks were pretty
simple. It doesn’t even have a heater.”
There are no exact numbers showing how
many F-1 half-tons were produced, but
Ford cranked out about 143,000 of the
Bonus Built trucks for the model year. It’s
doubtful too many of those had longer
slumbers than Drenzek’s truck after its
early duty as a plumber’s truck. He has
tried to help the old Ford make up for
those 40-some years of idle time by
driving it frequently in recent years and
using it as his “daily driver” hobby truck.

As humble pickups go, Drenzek’s truck
has actually gained a bit of celebrity
status in recent years. The ’48 was used
in the filming of the movie “Margarine
Wars,” starring Doris Roberts and Robert
Loggia. “The producer had the idea to use
the truck to haul a 1,100 lb. /7-foot-long
dairy cow in the bed, which was not going
to happen,” Drenzek recalled. “There was
too much cow and not enough truck.” Still,
the truck got some screen time, along
with its 1955 Chevy stablemate. The F-1
was also used as a model for a charity
calendar to benefit the American Cancer
Society.
Originally, Drenzek admits he didn’t have
any plans to make the 1948 Ford a
keeper. He figured it would come and go
after a few years like so many of his other
four-wheeled toys. His plans have
changed, however.

Chassis:
Elite Chassis.
Racing Class:
Wissota Midwest Modified.
Years Racing:
3.
Family Members: Mike & Gayle, Carl &
Wendi, Heather & Tony.
Crew Members:
Tony, Cory, Garrett.
Sponsors:
Mike Rodin & Sons Trucking, Rodin
Farms, First Community Credit Union,
“Orr”iginals, Dawayne’s Storage Units,
Lux Feed Yard, Dickey Bar, Larson Grain,
Adrian Equity, Spring Valley Angus,
Dakota Country Trucks, Rath Farms, Afco
by Elite Chassis.
Racing Bio:
6 Feature wins, 2010 Stampede Feature
Winner, 2010 3rd in points at Jamestown
Speedway, 2011 4th in points at
Jamestown Speedway.

“I’ve had it three or four years now, and
part of me says, ‘Move along, it’s time to
move on to something else,’ but it’s like,
gee, every time I get in this truck I think, ‘I
can’t sell this truck!’ It’s like part of the
family now. I’m going to keep it and enjoy
it.”
“It’s just a nice driver and I get in there
and pump the gas a couple times and it’s
running and I’m off down the road,” he
said. “It’s the truck of choice. When I go
anywhere, I usually take that truck. A few
of the guys who are friends of mine
always ask why I don’t drive the other
trucks. I just always take this one. You
know how you have a favorite pair of
shoes? That’s kind of what this truck is to
me. It’s just an old pair of shoes … It’s
just a fun truck to drive, and you get the
thumbs-up everywhere you go. It’s just
very nostalgic. It only let me down one
time. On my way to breakfast one time …
it just went dead. The battery was done.
That’s all it was — and when I broke
down, I was right in front of a battery
store!”

DRIVER BIO:
#19 LUCAS RODIN

Driver Hometown:
Marion, ND.
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HERE ARE THE FINAL
POINTS TOTALS FOR
THE 2012 SEASON
ROOKIES

Complete results @ SpeedNetDirect.com
See the finest dirt track racing around
featuring Wissota Street Stocks, Midwest
Modifieds, Super Stocks, Modifieds &
Late Models along with Bombers and
Hornets. Sponsored by Stop-N-Go,
Dakota Central Telecommunications, and
Pepsi & Cenex Convenience Store. Dirt
track racing action at its finest. Watch
250+ drivers compete, enjoy the great
food and have tons of dirty fun. The best
value for your entertainment dollar.
Pit Opens: 2pm Draw Cut Off: 6:00 pm

Jaden Christ
Jayce Kramlich
Greg Moore
Cade Pittenger
Paytan Erdahl

330
312
312
298
270

JUNIOR 1
Alex Kukowski
Ryan Erdahl
Tanner Jacobson
Nolan Gleason
Blaize Elton
Jesse Diaz Jr
Logan Kruger

326
315
314
305
250
250
250

JUNIOR 2
Racing Starts at 7pm on Friday and 5pm
on Saturday
Advanced tickets: Available at both StopN-Go locations, Neighborhood Grocery
and Cenex Convenience Store
Friday Night Pricing: Adults $15.00/ Kids
(6-14 years): $8.00/ Family Pass: $40.00
Saturday Night Pricing: Adults $20.00/
Kids (6-14 years): $10.00/ Family Pass:
$50.00

Ryan Ost
Cheyenne Diaz
Erik Busche

350
302
243

LITES
Darrel Wegner
Dawn Erdahl
Andrea Wegner
Cindy Goodroad
Jessica Diaz

350
318
308
271
250

MEDIUMS
The speedway was much honored to be
named the business of the year by the
Jamestown Chamber of Commerce.
Thanks to all our staff, drivers, fans and
sponsors for making this special award
possible.

Darrel Wegner
Dawn Erdahl
Cordel Becker
Darrel Goodroad
4 OR MORE RACES

350
317
313
154
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team of race lovers who dedicate their
summers to racing all over North Dakota.
We've worked hard to provide a safe,
controlled environment for anyone looking
to put their 4x4's to the test without the
worry of red lights in the rear view mirror!

10/20/2012
&
10/21/2012
11/13/2012

12/1/2012

12/11/2012
The Jamestown Drag Racing Association
was founded in 2000 by six middle aged
drag racing fanatics from Jamestown that
enjoyed and sometimes raced in Fargo,
ND at the Interstate Dragways, as well as
the Harvey Airport in Harvey, ND. The
inaugural race was held in 2001 at the
Jamestown Regional Airport. This year,
2012, will be our 10th race.
Currently the races use the south end of
runway 04 with the pit area around
taxiway echo and the adjoining field. With
some of the proceeds of our races we
have been able to purchase our own
public address system, runway cleanup
equipment along with traction aid
equipment.
The Association appreciates the support
from Community Businesses, Airport
Authority,
Buffalo
City
Tourism
Foundation and the Jamestown Fire
Department. The Association meets
approximately every two weeks from
March until the race. Meetings are held
every Thursday at 7:00 PM, at the
Jamestown
Fire
Department
hall.
Interested individuals are welcome to
attend and there is currently no
membership fee at this time.

CALENDAR OF
EVENTS
9/8/2012

9/6/2012
&
9/8/2012
9/11/2012

9/15/2012

9/21/2012
&
9/22/2012
9/22/2012
&
9/23/2012
9/29/2012
&
9/30/2012

10/6/2012
&
10/7/2012

The James Valley Off Roaders began
when a group of racing enthusiasts
encouraged a friend to let them use a
field South of Jamestown to begin racing
each other. The result: a well organized

10/13/2012

10/16/2012

Bridge City Cruisers
Wings & Wheels Show &
Shine
Valley City, N.Dak.
Top End Dragways
Bracket Weekend
Quick 16 Weekend
Glyndon, MN
James Valley Street
Machines
Meeting @ Quality Inn 7:00
Jamestown, N.Dak.
James Valley Street
Machines
Car Show @ Don Wilhelm
Inc.
Jamestown, N.Dak.
Jamestown Speedway
Stock Car Stampede
Jamestown, N.Dak.
Top End Dragways
Tintmasters Street Legal Day
High Dollar Quick 8 Race
Glyndon, MN
Top End Dragways
Bracket Weekend
National Dragster Challenge
Featuring Midwest Wild
Bunch
Glyndon, MN
Top End Dragways
Bracket Weekend
Quick 16 Weekend
2012 Points Championship
Glyndon, MN
Top End Dragways
Tintmasters Street Legal Day
Glyndon, MN
James Valley Street
Machines
Meeting @ Quality Inn 7:00

Jamestown, N.Dak.
Top End Dragways
Bracket Weekend
Big Money Race Weekend
Glyndon, MN
James Valley Street
Machines
Meeting @ Quality Inn 7:00
Jamestown, N.Dak.
Jamestown Speedway
Awards Banquet at Shady's
Jamestown, N.Dak.
James Valley Street
Machines
Awards Banquet 5:30 Social
Hour, Dinner @ 6:30,
Awards
Presentation & Auction@
7:00
Jamestown, N.Dak.

CAR CLUB SITES

www.bridgecitycruisers.com

www.classtiques.com

Badlands Drifters Car Club
www.badlandsdrifters.com
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www.topperscarclub.com

www.buggies-n-blues.org

Counts of Cobblestone Car Club
www.countscarclub.com

www.ndsra.com

www.dakotacruiser.com

www.pioneercarclub.com

Corvettes of Dakota Territory
www.cdtnd.com

www.primesteelcarclub.com
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